This year the Artist Drawing Tour will be taking you to Rome and Florence. On our trip we will see and draw from Italy’s art treasures. Michelangelo’s David and Sistine Chapel, Caravaggio’s Deposition, Bernini’s Ecstasy of St Theresa and Botticelli’s Birth of Venus to name just a few. The tour includes the Vatican Museum and St. Peter’s Basilica, the UFOs Gallery and many more. The trip will be from Jan 4 to the 14. Students can take this class for 3 credits and is open to everyone.

For more information contact:

Chris Soubrette
Program coordinator of Study Abroad
seuberc@sunyulster.edu

Richard Cattabianii
Director of International Programs
catabiar@sunyulster.edu

**Course Itinerary: Italy 2013**

**Fri, Jan 4**, Depart SUNY Ulster, Fly from JFK to Rome

**Sat, Jan 5**, Arrive Rome, Bus tour to hotel,
- Santa Maria Della Vitoria (Bernini’s St Theresa)
- Spanish Steeps to Trevi Fountain

**Sun, Jan 6**, Borghese Gallery, *reservations needed*
- (Bernini sculptures & paintings by Caravaggio, Raphael, Titian)

**Mon, Jan 7**, St Peter’s Basilica (Michelangelo’s Pieta & Dome),
- Vatican Museum (Renaissance paintings, Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel)

**Tue, Jan 8**, Colosseum (Ancient Rome’s stadium),
- Roman Forum (Ancient Rome’s main square)
- Palatine Hill (Emperor’s palace & circus Maximus)
- St Peter in Chains (Michelangelo’s Moses)

**Wed, Jan 9**, Travel to Florence
- Santa Maria Novella (Masaccio’s fresco’s)

**Thu, Jan 10**, Uffizi *reservations needed* (Collection of Italian Paintings)
- Palazzo Vecchio (Home of the Medici family)
- Bargello (Sculpture’s of Michelangelo and Donatello)

**Fri, Jan 11**, Duomo (Santa Maria del Fiore)
- Climb the Dome, tour Museum & Baptistry

**Sat, Jan 12**, San Marco (Fra Angelico paintings)
- Academia *reservations needed* (Michelangelo’s David)
- Leonardo Museum

**Sun, Jan 13**, Pitt Palace, Boboli Gardens & Bardini Gardens

**Mon, Jan 14**, Fly Back